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CREATING THE WDPP
Icsid
The International Council of Societies of Industrial Design 
(Icsid) is a non-profit, international non-governmental 
organisation that aims to protect and promote the 
interests of the profession of industrial design. Founded 
in 1957, Icsid serves as a unified voice of more than 
40 nations through which members can express their 
views and be heard on an international platform. Since 
its inception, Icsid has continued to develop its wide-
reaching member network devoted to the recognition, 
success and growth of the industrial design community. 
Together, professional associations, promotional 
societies, educational institutions, government bodies 
and corporations create a comprehensive and diverse 
system on the forefront of industrial design education 
and progress. 

Icsid undertakes a varied roster of industrial design-
led projects that reflect its motto Design for a Better 
World. These initiatives of global appeal, Interdesign™, 
World Design Capital®, World Design Impact Prize, and 
World Industrial Design Day, support the effectiveness 
of design in addressing the needs and aspirations of 
people around the world by improving the quality of life 
for all. 

‘Design for a Better World’
through Partnership 
The nature, scope, ambitions and number of Icsid 
projects expanded greatly in the last decade which led 
Icsid to create the World Design Partner® Programme 
(WDPP) as a means to identify new sources of revenue 
to meet this growth. 

The inaugural cycle of WDPP was launched in the 
last quarter of 2012 with the objective of forming 
partnerships with private sector companies that have a 
strong commitment to design in general and industrial 
design in particular, and whose support would be 
directed to Icsid’s projects for 2013-2014. 

Following the presentation of this new programme, Icsid 
formed collaborative partnerships with Microsoft Mobile 
(at the time, Nokia Corporation), Nestlé (South Africa) 
with its NESCAFÉ® Dolce Gusto® brand, Rado, and 
BMW (South Africa). The partnerships were primarily in 
support of World Design Capital Cape Town 2014.

In Cape Town throughout 2014, the World Design Partners 
would proceed to demonstrate their commitment to 
innovation through design; would enrich the goals of  
the WDC Cape Town 2014 programme; and contribute 
knowledge and expertise to community development 
and the improvement of quality of life. The numerous 
partner activations gradually revealed impressive 
results by year-end.
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“ World Design Partner ® Programme 
supports design for a better world ”
World Design Capital® 
The World Design Capital® (WDC) is a biennial designation, owned and managed by Icsid, that is bestowed to one 
city at a time and is held for a period of one calendar year. WDC is a city promotion project that celebrates the 
accomplishments of municipalities that have used design as a tool to reinvent themselves and improve social, 
cultural and economic life. Through a yearlong programme of design-related events, including WDC Signature Events 
that are planned and co-hosted with Icsid, the selected city has the opportunity to feature its accomplishments in 
attracting and promoting innovative design, as well as highlight successes in urban revitalisation strategies. 

Past WDC cities include Torino (Italy) in 2008, Seoul (South Korea) in 2010 and Helsinki (Finland) in 2012. Cape 
Town (South Africa) held the designation for 2014 and most recently, Icsid announced Taipei (Taiwan, Chinese 
Taipei) as World Design Capital 2016. The WDC experience and its outcomes have been unique to each city. 

The idea for the World Design Capital project was proposed to the Icsid Board of Directors in January 2004. The 
mandate was to develop a project that would help lay a foundation for an initiative that would enable designers, 
institutions and governments to share experiences in an attempt to unveil a platform for a global awareness of 
design and showcasing its value on all sectors and citizens that lie at the heart of a city. The WDC initiative is still 
evolving. Creating a network of design effective cities is part of the development strategy and Icsid will continue to 
build this network with past WDC title holders as the initiative gathers momentum in future years.

01. World Design Partner banner developed by Icsid and displayed at Cavendish Square Mall in Cape Town next to a pop-up

     information desk on the WDC 2014 programme. 

02-03. World Design Partner briefing in Cape Town, September/October 2013. 

02.

03.
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Partners by Design
Microsoft Mobile Oy (at the time, Nokia Corporation*) 
was the first company to join the World Design Partner 
Programme, continuing the partner relationship that 
began in 2012. Nokia, a longstanding Icsid Member, 
was a local partner in World Design Capital Helsinki 
2012, a natural fit for the Finland-based, design-
focused multinational company.

Now in 2014, Microsoft Mobile set out with an objective 
to become organically involved in the WDC Cape Town 
2014 programme and provide a service of lasting 
effect. Greater understanding of the WDC programme 
led to a narrowing of focus and a main objective for 
Microsoft to showcase how technology can improve 
lives. This objective was evident in all of Microsoft’s 
involvement in WDC Cape Town 2014 and reflected the 
WDC Cape Town’s theme: Live Design. Transform Life.

*Microsoft acquired Nokia Corporation mobile devices and services business
  in April 2014. 

Rights and Benefits
Microsoft Mobile joined at the WDPP Main Partner 
Level, which granted specific rights and benefits, 
including:

• Category exclusivity for the Mobile Phones industry
• Possibility for activations at all WDC Cape Town 2014 
   Signature Events
• Use of WDC branding with the title of Official World 
   Design Partner®

• Visibility and access to communications materials
• Recognition at Icsid and/or WDC Cape Town events
• Right to integrate the company’s product/services 
   into the official programme content
• VIP invitations to events
• Right to hold company’s own events
• Possibility to hold press events
• Participation in partner briefings
• Product placement and sales opportunities
• A commitment by the project to use the company’s 
  products where possible
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World Design Capital 
®

Cape Town 2014

World Design Capital Cape Town 2014 celebrated 365 days of design under the central theme ‘Live Design. 
Transform Life.’ that focused on the role that design can play in social transformation. The programme was 
managed by local organisation Cape Town Design Non-Profit Company (NPC) and consisted of more than 460 local 
transformative projects of varying scale and duration. But more than that, WDC Cape Town 2014 is, as stated in 
their bid document, a step in the process of changing how the city and its people approach development and use 
both design and innovative thinking to transform Cape Town.

The WDC logo and the designated colour of the year, yellow, or Pantone 109-C, were proudly displayed throughout 
the city. The colour featured prominently in Cape Town’s winning bid for the designation and the yellow signifies 
optimism and hope, representing Cape Town’s urban future. 

‘Live Design. Transform Life.’ Sub-Themes
1. African Innovation. Global Conversation. African ideas that speak to the world.
2. Bridging The Divide. Design that reconnects our city and reconciles our communities.
3. Today For Tomorrow. Sustainable solutions for people and planet.
4. Beautiful Space. Beautiful Things. Inspiring architecture, interiors, food, fashion, jewellery, craft, art and creativity.

- Graffiti in Cape Town’s District 6
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World Design Capital®

Signature Events
As part of the programme cycle, the designated World Design Capital city is mandated to host eight flagship 
design-related events. Icsid worked in conjunction with Cape Town Design to develop programming, support event 
planning and incorporate activations from the World Design Partners. 

01. Alayne Reesberg, CEO of Cape Town Design NPC; Patricia de Lille, Executive Mayor of Cape Town; Dr. Brandon Gien, Icsid President; 

      and Richard Perez, Director of World Design Capital 2014 for the City of Cape Town. 

02. Yellow branding around the city to show support for WDC Cape Town 2014. 

03. Cape Town’s iconic clock tower painted yellow from its original red for 2014. 

04. View of Cape Town. 

05. Citizens of Cape Town celebrate the designation of the Mother City as World Design Capital 2014. 

06. The site of a World Design Capital project marked with WDC logo and yellow geotag.

01. 02.

05 06.

03.

04.
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“Signature events are the premier 
opportunity for the international 
design community to experience 
what the WDC is all about” 



New Year’s Eve of Design
Organised as the celebratory launch to the WDC year, the WDC New Year’s Eve of Design brings together both local 
and international participants, as the WDC designated city becomes the focal point for the unveiling of a promising 
year of design to come.

On 31 December 2013, an invitation-only event was held at City Hall for World Design Capital Cape Town 2014 
supporters. Following the formal gathering, where Nokia was first recognised as a World Design Partner, close 
to 100,000 citizens and tourists congregated in front of Cape Town’s City Hall for the party of the year. Crowds 
were treated to a spectacular light show with 3-D visual mapping on the façade of the City Hall building, which 
culminated with bathing Table Mountain in yellow light at the stroke of midnight.

Where: City Hall and Grand Parade
When: 31 December 2013
Attendance at Opening Reception: 198 
Attendance at Grand Parade: 100,000
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 1%      WDC Taipei 2016 Delegation 
 1%     Unspecified
 4%     Icsid
 5%     WDC Cape Town 2014 Recognised Projects
 9%     Government and Public Sector REPRESENTATIVES
 13%   Media 
 15%   Business
 52%   WDC Cape Town 2014 organisers

breakdown of attendance at opening reception 

3D projections on the façade 

of Cape Town’s City Hall. 



International Design Gala
The WDC Cape Town 2014 International Design Gala was a high-profile event that featured several local, national and 
international design announcements, including the unveiling of the World Design Impact Prize 2013-2014 winner.  

Per WDC tradition, the event infused local spirit through décor, live music and entertainment and native cuisine. Guests 
were seated at long tables and treated to the family-style braai of celebrated chef, Ruben Riffel. GUILD, Africa’s first 
international design fair, was on display at the event venue and added to the Gala’s ambience and prestige.

Where: The Lookout at V&A Waterfront
When: 28 February 2014
Attendance: 259
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 1%      WDC Taipei 2016 Delegation 
 3%     Diplomatic corps
 4%     WDC Helsinki 2012 Delegation
 4%     WDC Cape Town 2014 RecogniSed Projects
 5%     Government and Public Sector REPRESENTATIVES
 6%     Guild 
 9%     Icsid
13%    Media 
14%    Business 
 18%   WDC Cape Town 2014 Organisers 
 23%   Unspecified 

The Lookout, Victoria & Albert Waterfront venue that held

the International Design Gala and GUILD, Africa’s first design fair. 

breakdown of attendance



Microsoft Mobile (Nokia) Activation 
at the International Design Gala

The Design Gala was held at the same venue as GUILD, Africa’s first international design fair. Works curated for 
the fair displayed groundbreaking design from Africa, Europe, North and South America and served as a colourful 
backdrop to the Design Gala programming.

As its activation and a well-appreciated contribution to the Design Gala, Microsoft Mobile (Nokia) created an 
application for their mobile devices whereby the art and design on display was assigned individual codes indicated 
by a panel marked “TAP”. By tapping or scanning the panel, background information about the product would 
appear on the Lumia phone. A small team of brand ambassadors were trained on the functionality of the phones 
and app in order to demonstrate their use to guests throughout the cocktail portion of the evening. 

01. Tapping the Lumia phone on a panel revealed information on the piece and designer. 

02. Example of the GUILD app, designed by Nokia, at work.

03-04. GUILD, Africa’s first design fair. 

01.

04.

02.

03.
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International Design 
House Exhibition
Through a series of booths and exhibitions, the 
WDC Design House Exhibition is intended to be an 
international showcase of design from around the 
world. Cities, companies and promotional organisations 
are invited to present the best of their country’s design, 
creating an opportunity for designers to share ideas, 
expertise and promote best practices of global design. 

The theme of WDC Cape Town 2014’s Design House 
Exhibition was Transforming Cities with interactive 
exhibitions or representative videos from the following 
participating cities and regions: Accra (Ghana), Bavaria  
(Germany), Cape Town (South Africa), Dublin (Ireland), 
Gwangju (South Korea), Huddersfield (United Kingdom), 
Qingdao (China), Paris (France), Taipei (Taiwan, Chinese 
Taipei) and Seoul (South Korea). The World Design Partners® 
complemented the Design House Exhibition with displays of 
their contribution to the programme in Cape Town.  

For five days in October, the Cape Town Stadium was 
home to a multi-level exhibition of local and international 
design. Free of charge and open to the public, over 
6,000 locals and tourists took in the exhibitions 
alongside other displays and activities, such as:
• the Make it New exhibition by the Cape Craft and 
Design Institute showcasing significant objects 
produced in the Western Cape from more than 80 
designers;
• the Story of WDC 2014 exhibition of the WDC Cape 
2014 theme and programme with representative 
projects featured;
• a series of Kids of Cape Town Makerthon workshops 
where 300 participants (ages 11-16) explored a 
process of design thinking and making; and
• a local food market

Accra (Ghana) structure at the International Design House Exhibition. 

Where: Cape Town Stadium 
When: 15 – 19 October 2014
Attendance at Exhibition Opening: 273 
Attendance: 6,000+ 

 
 1%    Diplomatic CORPS
 1%     Policy conference speakers
 4%     WDC taipei 2016 delegation
 5%    Icsid
12%   Media
12%   WDC Cape Town 2014 organisers
  65%  exhibitors
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Microsoft Mobile Activation 
at the International Design 
House Exhibition

In August, Microsoft unveiled its collaboration with iKhaya le Langa (WDC Project #229): a mobile library in the 
Langa quarter of Cape Town. A few months later, Microsoft reproduced one component of the mobile library, the 
cases that house the loaned devices, to put on display as their activation within the Design House Exhibition. 
Accompanying photos and a text description of the project enabled visitors to have a quick perspective on the 
exciting development in Langa.

> More information on the Microsoft Mobile Library project on page 15

12Microsoft display at International Design House Exhibition.



International Design
Policy Conference
The WDC International Design Policy Conference provides a global platform for a broad exchange of ideas, insights 
and best practices from different countries, regions and cities developing, launching and maintaining effective 
design policies.

WDC Cape Town adopted an old adage, ‘Make a Plan’ as the theme of their Policy Conference that brought together 
30 speakers, representing 18 different countries from every corner of the world, to share experiences, insight, 
challenges and opportunities through speeches and panel discussions.

Government policy makers, design promoters, business consultants, strategists, industrialists, academics, 
educators and designers came together to share their experience and knowledge in this two-day forum. 

01. Design Policy Conference programme.

02. Partner & Sponsor wall at entrance of the policy conference.

03. Design Policy Conference participants. 

Where: Cape Town Stadium 
When: 17-18 October 2014
Attendance: 247

 1%      Diplomatic corps
 5%     WDC Taipei 2016 Delegation
 7%      Icsid
 9%     Media 
 9%     Academic
 11%   Government and Public Sector REPRESENTATIVES 
 11%   WDC Cape Town 2014 Organisers 
 17%    WDC Cape Town 2014 Recognised Projects
 30%    Business
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Convocation Ceremony
The final signature event, the WDC Convocation Ceremony is a symbolic gathering that highlights the transfer of the 
WDC title from one city to the next. The convocation ceremony also provides Icsid with the opportunity to recognise 
the outgoing WDC and everyone involved for their efforts and achievements throughout the course of the year. 

The transition from WDC Cape Town 2014 to WDC Taipei 2016 was accented by colours of yellow and purple in 
recognition of both cities. 

01. Patricia de Lille, Executive Mayor of Cape Town; Dr. Brandon Gien, Icsid President; and Dr. Wei-Gong Liou, Taipei City Government Commissioner

      with World Design Capital plaque. 

02. LCD screen thanks the World Design Partners for their support. 

Where: FNB Portside, 28th floor   
When: 18 October 2014
Attendance: 164
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 2%     Diplomatic corps
 4%     Unspecified
 6%     WDC Cape Town 2014 Recognised Project
 12%   Media
 12%   WDC Taipei 2016 Delegation 
 17%   Icsid
 47%   WDC Cape Town 2014 Organisers

01.

02.

breakdown of attendance
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03.

Microsoft in Cape Town
In addition to its involvement in the WDC Signature 
Events, Microsoft Mobile elected to contribute content 
to the WDC Cape Town 2014 programme, in accordance 
with the WDPP agreement rights and benefits. 
Microsoft created the Digital Empowerment project in 
collaboration with an existing WDC recognised project, 
iKhaya le Langa (WDC Project #229) to fulfil its objective 
of demonstrating how technology can improve lives.

The Digital Empowerment project saw the construction 
of a Microsoft Mobile Library within a local community 
space opened and operated by iKhaya le Langa and 
located in Langa, the oldest township in Cape Town 
known for its storied resistance to apartheid. The Mobile 
Library allows residents to borrow a mobile device or 
tablet with which they can access the Internet, use and 
learn different software programmes, services and apps. 
The Library opens unlimited potential in providing users 
with training and the ability to access resources for 
support in their entrepreneurial, business, educational 
and employment endeavours. For some residents, this 
may be their first time accessing free Wi-Fi.

The Microsoft Mobile Library launched on 26 August 
2014 with great excitement and attendance from 
members of the community, representatives from WDC 
Cape Town 2014 and members of the press. Icsid 
promoted the Mobile Library announcement through 
its website, monthly electronic newsletter, as well as 
through its social media channels. 

Microsoft Mobile supported WDC Cape Town 2014 in 
other ways throughout the year, both in the city and 
internationally, which demonstrated its generosity and 
commitment to the project. For example,
• holding a product launch and press visit in Cape Town;
• using their participation at Mobile World Congress in 
   Barcelona (Spain) to promote WDC Cape Town 2014 
  and their support of the project as a World Design 
   Partner®; and 
• providing Nokia tablets for the WDC Cape Town 2014 
   pop-up shop. The tablets were used to provide visitors 
   with pertinent information on the various WDC Cape 
   Town projects and events and what this programme 
   means for their city.
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01. Microsoft smartphones in use by a Langa resident. 

02. Set up of the Microsoft Mobile Library at iKhaya le Langa.

03. Microsoft smartphones and tablets are stored in colourful 

       lockers when not in use.



“Instead of merely donating money or devices, we wanted to create a 
meaningful initiative that will have benefits for the local residents. With Wi-Fi 
hotspots available in townships - but no means to fully make use of them 
- we saw this as the perfect opportunity to serve as an enabler for this 
community to be digitally empowered.” 

- Justin Maier 
   Head of marketing for South East Africa, Microsoft Mobile Devices
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“It was particularly heartening to see how committed and motivated the 
local community and their youth are towards the project. I see tremendous 
potential in this project’s legacy and especially how well it married with 
Icsid’s vision of creating a better world through design.”

- Dr. Mugendi M’Rithaa
   Icsid President-Elect and Professor, Cape Peninsula University of Technology  

“This is the type of private sector initiative that we need to foster more of. 
The Microsoft WDC project was a brilliant example of how the private sector 
can find collaborative platforms to address the complex social challenges 
that growing cities face. It will be important for us to build and replicate this 
beyond 2014 in collaboration with the City of Cape Town.”

- Richard Perez
   Director: World Design Capital, City of Cape Town  

Microsoft brand ambassador teaching Langa residents to use 

the devices and software. 



MarketinG + Publicity
Over the course of 2014, Icsid and World Design Capital Cape Town 2014 offered each of the World Design Partners 
brand visibility on traditional and online mediums. The promotion ranged from product and logo placement, ads, 
news stories and engagement on social media.The World Design Partners’ activations also generated their own 
media attention. 

Examples of Microsoft’s brand visibility is highlighted on pages 17-19.

01. International Design House Exhibition programme. 

02. World Design Partner banner developed by Icsid.

03. Design Policy Conference programme Sponsor Page. 

04. Ad describing the World Design Capital project with special thanks to the World Design Partners. 

05. Icsid Booth at the International Design House Exhibition. 

01. 02.

03.

04.
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In Closing 
The greatest strength of the World Design Partner Programme results in the unique ways each company chooses 
to activate initiatives within the Icsid project that it supports. In the case of World Design Capital, the advantages 
are reaped by local designers and citizens, the design community, the Icsid network and the partner who are all 
committed to highlighting design as a powerful tool to re-invent a city. 

The WDPP offers a mix of numerous possibilities that once clearly defined, focused and activated, can leave a 
legacy and impact the lives of many through design.

The support Icsid receives from World Design Partners, such as Microsoft Mobile, Oy (Ltd.), goes a long way to 
develop Icsid’s projects and communicating the vision and mission of the organisation.  

01. World Design Capital promotional banner in Cape Town.  02. WDC sign at the entrance of the ‘Story of WDC’ exhibition at the Cape Town Stadium. 

03. Tag with partner logos on International Design Policy Conference delegate bag. 

03.



Contact
International Council of Societies of Industrial Design
455 St-Antoine West Suite SS-10. Montreal, Quebec H2Z 1J1 Canada
t: +1 514 448 4949
f: +1 514 448 4948

projects@icsid.org
www.icsid.org

facebook.com/icsid

twitter.com/icsid

youtube.com/design4abetterworld

Follow us


